
Mathew Graham

368 Brim Rd

Onalaska, WA 98570

(971)287-0869
mathew32145@gmail.com

Dear Nichole Seick

I would like to work with the company because I am seeking a job that is unique

and I love the idea of Assembly. I want this job because I get to put things together for a

living and get a fun useful skill I could use and apply. I want to have a job that didn’t

make me feel like a robot. I want a problem-solving hands-on moving-around job. The

thought of saying I work at fast food is nothing I want to brag about. I want to say I wire

vehicles which are something I’m happy to say.

I recently graduated and am trying new things, getting out there. I have seen a lot

of assembly and cars being worked on, I hope to further improve my mindset of

assembly. I feel that I could be a useful worker with the determination to always do my

best. I am great at getting into awkward and high places and getting my task done

properly and efficiently.

I grew up in Oregon but also lived and graduated in Idaho. I try to make my job

fun and keep a smile on my face along with my co-workers. I will be a dependable

employee that loves his job. A little side goal of mine is to fix my car’s problems and

future problems rather than relying on others, I hope to be the one they can look for

when in need of help. I was referred to this company by Grant Angell a current

employee. I hope to use the knowledge from this career to improving my life. I would

like to thank you for your time and look forward to the opportunity to work for the

company.

Sincerely,

Mathew Graham


